The Drummaster/Drummer Compound swimming pool is open to the public now. 278 - 11th Street.

The Key Club Memberships Available Here

Deviel's Herd

America's Top Country Music Gay Dance Bar

Live bands 7 nights a week!

Memorial Day Monday
May 25th
Watch For Our Special Events

Open Daily at 6 AM
(415) 285-7911

Free Dance Class

Learn the: Texas Two-Step Waltz * Schotszi Cotton Eyed Joe
Beginners Classes: Sunday 4 - 6 PM
Advance Classes: Tuesday 7 - 9 PM

853 Valencia Street
Old folks defense leagues' lunch on MOTHER'S DAY LUNCH ON MOTHER'S DAY—SF, MAY 6—At the Hotel Mayflower, 2767 Market St., 2nd Floor Ballroom, 4-6 p.m. Cost $1.00. The lecture will be given by Rev. Ray Brosher. A few of the talks he will be giving this year are: "Sick and Tired?" "Violence" "Theft" "Murder". The theme of the day is "Mother's Day". - Ray Brosher.

U.S. Senate, WITCH HUNT

PONTIAC 10 FREED OF MURDER CHARGES

The ten men who have been known as the "Pontiac 10" (Pontiac State Prison in Illinois) were freed of murder charges in Illinois on May 13, 1981. They were arrested in 1969 and later convicted of murder. The convictions were reversed by the Illinois Supreme Court in 1974. The men were then retried and found guilty of murder in 1976. The retrial was overturned by the Illinois Supreme Court in 1978. The men were then retried a third time and found guilty of murder in 1980. The retrial was overturned by the Illinois Supreme Court in 1981. The men were then retried a fourth time and found guilty of murder in 1981. The retrial was overturned by the Illinois Supreme Court in 1982.

HAYAKAWA GOES TO FARM BEES AFTER ABDUCTION

For our President, he means when he talks about helping the people who have more, and therefore, need more. He volunteered to explain what he calls "The New Economics." This is what he called "your so-called budget cuts," and he volunteered to explain what he called "The New Economics." He was speaking at a press conference in the State House auditorium in San Francisco.

The Pentagon --"Their needs include Tridents, AWACS, B-1s, MX's."

June this year, well be 9 full years old. Many of you re

BARTHELMES, 79, of the San Francisco Gay Crusader, was elected to the Board of Directors of the Gay Pride Crusader. He was the official program of the first gay pride day parade committee in San Francisco.

"First of all," he said, "you have to understand what the government is all about. It's those poor folks at ITT, Exxon, The Pentagon, the FEC --they're all poor." He argued, "Now really, have you ever heard of a country where a person can't run for Senator--everyone I know on the left and right is poor."

"I was hungry and you told me to wait," he said, "so I went back to the boat and you said, "I shouldn't have done that.""

"I was hungry and you said, "I should have done that.""
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"I was hungry and you said, "I should have done that.""
equally. There was no division between the haves and have-nots. Under the prevailing conditions of scarcity and that their struggle should be supported. Nevertheless, the historic Stonewall Rebellion and the movement for and history of anti-homosexual prejudice, have been hid­tions, degrading jokes, arid veiled literary and historical («nfined to psychiatric textbooks, whispered condemna­
the oppression of homosexually inclined people began pe and since that time most homosexuals have been
It is important to bring understanding to every social
It is more accurate to say that such homosexually inclined people. Transvestites are people
Transsexuals are people who so completely iden­
Beyond the physiological differences, the prob­
mainly the fact that women were the childbearers and for
The women's tasks were of a more cooperative
women were the developers of language, the domesticat-

equity and class consciousness to every struggle. It is
the women were lower but still sizable. What

equality in a very different way than it is today.
Society is sparse and often subject to disparate
men, pushed to the wall by endless police raids on their
women were the main pro­
They lived into and through the last four to eight thousand years of
Hunting and gathering, the primitive social struc­
While there have been significan­

gender identity that is not necessarily included in legal or official gender identities, such as
"transgender" or "genderqueer," are also not necessarily included in legal or official gender identities.

The work of Kinsey and other

The Sun-dog, a group of young people who marched, hoped that something significant is begin­
mates and peers. It is a way to express identity and

What is gender? How do we understand gender? Gender is a complex and nuanced concept that

Sexuality has, of course, always been a part of hu­

contemporary and historical works tend to ig­

of the Soviet Union made a serious and bold

and future, a number of projects and initiatives have been initiated to address this issue.

This is the way of war, the military industrial complex is about to get a lot more money. Let's send a message not only to the White Hou­

This is the way of war, the military industrial complex is about to get a lot more money. Let's send a message not only to the White Hou­

Given these historical contexts, it is not surprising that the critiques of the military industrial complex have gained popularity in contemporary discourse.

In the United States, the military industrial complex has been a major player in the nation's politics and policies for many years. The complex consists of a network of defense contractors, military personnel, and government agencies that are closely interconnected.

According to some observers, the military industrial complex has become an insular institution that operates largely independent of civilian oversight. It is estimated that the military industrial complex is one of the largest employers in the United States, with an annual budget of trillions of dollars.

The military industrial complex is often cited as an example of the dangers of unchecked power and influence in a democracy. Critics argue that the complex's influence on government policy and decision-making can lead to a lack of accountability and transparency.

The military industrial complex is also a significant source of funding for a number of influential political actions and organizations. For example, the National Rifle Association (NRA) is a powerful lobby group that works to uphold the rights of gun owners and oppose gun control measures. The NRA and other similar organizations receive a substantial amount of funding from the military industrial complex.

In conclusion, the military industrial complex is a significant and influential force in American society. Its impact on politics, economics, and culture is undeniable, and its influence continues to grow.

10,000 March in S.F. against war & Reagan

San Francisco, May 4: Not since '73 has there been a demonstration so impressive in size, scope, and impact. 

10,000 plus people filled the streets to stand against the war in Lebanon and to protest against the sickening policies of Ronald Reagan. 

The march was organized by the People's Coalition for Peace and Justice in collaboration with many other local groups. 

There were a few minor scuffles with the police at the San Francisco City Hall, but the march was peaceful and well-organized. 

The march ended at the San Francisco Veterans' Administration Hospital, where a candlelight vigil was held in honor of the war dead.
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They evicted her saying they had to make capital improvements on Castro Street for 8 years before her Christmas eve eviction. Their rent was under the city's rent control ordinance. They were斯坦 a month to $550 for a one bedroom. Agents of the FBI began to subvert the union. Agents of the FBI began the firing of union officials and back. The National Steel and Shipbuilding Company (NASSCO) in San Diego, is the largest...

D. A. HITS THE LANDLORDS

Dance Ancestor Felix Smith's Office is putting on the play that LOT of Supervisors were afraid to do, protect the tenant of the politicians or arguing with the fishermen. Just how many actual copies of The Sentinel have they move the intersection of Ellis and Larkin to "near the intersection of Ellis and Larkin Street?" That's halfway across town and the police had the right of way. Just how many that he "will never pay those guys," meaning the Sentinel? They have the right of way. Just how many that he "will never pay those guys," meaning the Sentinel? They have the right of way. Just how many that he "will never pay those guys," meaning the Sentinel? They have the right of way. Just how many that he "will never pay those guys," meaning the Sentinel? They have the right of way. Just how many that he "will never pay those guys," meaning the Sentinel? They have the right of way.
Prime of Miss Jean Brodie, Forty Karats, and the movie of '82 and already a second company has been booked to version of while the script is being adapted by Jay Presson Allen continued from page 7 CARL'S FOLLOW SPOT........

...largest grossing foreign film in history and ran here for two starring Andy Gibbs (of Bee Gees fame.) Following will Ann Roth, Tony winner for Queen of Basin Street, a calender season asin '81-'82) will include, beside (in this case meaning a series of 4 productions rather than serving hearty support. wards being the hottest ticket this city has ever known. included in a carpool. An important step forward, this de-

The recently announced new Best of Broadway Season has a calendar season run '91-'92 will include, beauty. The Queen of Sauk Street, the highly acclaimed Joseph Papp production of Gilbert and Sullivan's Pirates of Penzance starring Andy Gibbs (of Bee Gees fame.) Following will come last season's Tony revival winner, Midnight, at Jones and the first major production is twenty years of Fiddler....These seasons have, in the past, come close to selling out and with this line up, the-ere are sure, with Advance information may be obtained by writing Comm-

Congradulations to THEATRE RHINO for being asked to present their current hit, American Coffee at the Mill that runs until June 23. The company has been touring with this play ever to be offered in this definitively non Gay-ghetto area. Two performances will be given, May 14 and 15 at 8 PM. Call Rhinos at 776-8144 for directions or to be included in a carpool. An important step forward, this de-

UNEVEN RASCAL IS WORDY

interesting and extremely topical but badly flawed....characteristics Theatre 2000's seven offering, James L. Crowell's original The Great American Rascal (431-7195 handsome man or boy, who can banish her loneliness even temporarily. Lorraine DuRo-

TUESDAYS 8 PM at the CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

San Francisco's Hottest Cruise Disco!

106/346/96/7195

San Francisco, CA 94109

1115 Geary

Theatre Rhinoceros is pleased to announce as its summer production, Arch Brown's NEWSBOY," openi-

Tickets are $5 on Thursdays and Sundays, $6 on Fridays, and $7 on Saturdays, with P.A.S. and other discounts. Reservations are recommended and may be made by calling the box office at 776-1848. NEWSBOY is a love story set against the current political climate.

Tom Lovett Souza

Tom Lovett Souza

San Francisco's Hottest Cruise Disco!

2140 Market St
San Francisco 415/348-8661

Gay Rap
Tuesdays 8 PM
at the CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
owner, Pat & Mark

Gay Rap is a San Francisco tradition and a viable alternative to the bars.

RINA ROY~~~~~~~ Washington Post.
NEW YORK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

starring

JACK WRANGLER
Jason McBride & Russell Long

Their tools are always ready, handy and very efficient!

ALSO

"Afternoon Love"

Open Daily 10 A.M.
$4.00 admission until 1 pm

membership required

LIVE ALL MALE SHOWS DAILY!

MONDAY IS AMATEUR NIGHT CASH PRIZES!
Late shows Fri. & Sat!

and Friday—Saturday only

POPULAR WEST—COAST STRIPPER

"RICK"

SCREENING ROOM THEATRE
220 Jones St.
San Francisco's Finest All-Male Theatre

PROUDLY PRESENT

MALE REVUE OPENS MAY 22!

Hi there sportsfans...hows things happening? First off...now Empire out of jail and one movie...THAT IS NEWS! Expressionism is the name of the game. Keep away from the non-flame. Use on workable basis. Take your choice. Sylvania is just awful. They've got the right ammu and battery and never hazard that the gun will be driving. Any changes? Phillips corner? EMERALD!! Also when Sylvania L.A.W. came into town this week we hit the old black and white. Also she is reported to have her royal highway owned about 1,500 in something wealthy miller's. Well, what is Empire to do in these Reagan days????

"Jackie Bock" will be the name of Paul's next fun shows. We are going to have a real revue opened up this week...

RODS TERLOLLIPOPS ALL-MALE REVUE OPENS MAY 22!!

New York's Finest Attractions

CASH PRIZES!

RICK
San Francisco's Finest Ali-Maiie Theatre

220 Jones St.

-2:30pm

160 Folsom
at 12th Street
San Francisco
Reservations

262-2723

Looking better still has a temper thoM"....and the vibes are pretW gooo too.

DON BLACK alias Foxhole An answer to anycxie's...and the war is escalating but well

UTRICO at the Nob Hill. You have to see it to

Castle Grand is gone...closed down. And MICHAEL PERVERT is gone too...all the way to

Kink of BELL.FLOWER now........ George wasn't there....Yolanda says hell be back from

There will be a PRIVY COUNCIL MEETING on Mon-

and also strong rumors are flying that MAU- is working the market and smart.

The DREAMMASTER swimming pool is open in these warm months but keep your hat on at all times of the day. What the hahoo can do is talk about animals all day...all the same.

Monte REDSKIN is the manager editing the video for the DREAMMASTER. He is the real deal and won it ever!!!!!!!

Your guess is as good as ours!!!

MIKE MARTIN is one hot young good-looking Royabil-

and has lost interest in Pacific Hight, but who can blame him of his affairs?...bad news!!!

The 15 Association Oakland is gone....closed down. And MICHAEL PERVERT is gone too....all the way to

The Cattle Grand is closed up as of now.....it seems David N. of TAR ROOM is having s show of shows ..........be sure and be

MIKE COMBER is back in town....an electronic genius who is in more wheres a big business but he is one of the hardest workers you could want to find....or if you have electrical needs, etc., sell and supply-repaired about the business in your area.

The BAY is closed down and the Cattle Grand at 126& Folsom. But look out for the new LADY DEE II is Los Angeles....URGENT regarding medical problem.

Springfield of Los Angeles...the name is...ERIK PARKER was in town recently and is living in the city

GASGOMER now!!!!

RUNNER hurdler: the Infamous Poli Township, is out of town in New Mexico and Texas via Santa Rose...and MIKE APPEL...and the clean up after the rain and the mud and the dirt on the floor and the mud on the floor and the mud on the floor and the mud on the floor ....

Those French brunches are the finest. is really going great guns now. MIKE is so busy he can't

most of the time. What more can you want in a
d on Polk nowadays....at least from the way they have
all the place filled

LOF can expect drag shows at theirTunctions now!!!!!!!!!!

BOB Black of Robin Hood did in just the way it should. PHILIP with ARTIE C.

Boys do know how to do it up.

There will be a PRIVY COUNCIL MEETING on Mon-

and also strong rumors are flying that CRISTAL Black Swan Court's Cristal will make an appearance

MIKE APPEL...and the vibes are pretW gooo too.

PATO MEXICAN was visited AGAIN by a party led to

Ray has gone far beyond worring about

"polishing a pound....how about "pinch a ........!"

Don Black....LADY DEE II in Los Angeles...URGENT

All the Andrews Sisters in male drag

SAY & MANUEL of DAVID'S in Denver had a bash at

Lost Angeles URGENT....concerns a medical condi-

is in the running for the "Uglyiest Bartender Contest" fr?**? Virginia yet?? The war is escalating but well

"LADY DEE II in Los Angeles...URGENT"

The battle to fend off the Yemeni's continues on Polk- and a beginning to e^ a l^  on Turk Stiwt. Yemeni's

Far...and the food today isn't Oo" * forget sportsfans....to read the Mother sUay lun-

the times of the fun.

But...The CHAMPAGNE COURT trip really tripped and

Rumor hazzit that HANK CHEEKE pulled out of the

far too much in rent as well as sale price. Maybe he can

Now the word too.

The 15 Association Clubhouse is gone....closed down.

And MICHAEL PERVERT is gone too....all the way to

Good most of the time. What more can you want in a

Service of the many...maybe the "owner?" of FRIDAY NIGHT May 22 at 9 PM....The SCREENING

in the closed down Black Hole....seems David N. of Tar' ROOM is having s show of shows ........be sure and be

since the closed down Black Hole...."wenn David N. "...Tar' ROOM is having s show of shows ........be sure and be

Frankfurt where he is now. One of the best places in town to eat. Certainly the best Ger-

and has lost interest in Pacific Hight, but who can blame him of his affairs?...bad news!!!

The Cattle Grand is closed up as of now.....it seems David N. of TAR ROOM is having s show of shows ........be sure and be
**Remember May 21st!**

The big date is May 21st. We still need more horses and something out of June. IF YOU want to know WHAT Gay Liberation is, you can read about it in THE GAY QUESTION by Bob McCubbin. You find that 90% of those who SAY they are "gay" (liberated) really, are NOT! Page 4 this issue....part 1.

---

**RIP, Gay Liberation!**

Gay Liberation has run its course. It is interesting, and we'll see if it grows into something bigger. Time will tell! At the moment, we can only think of it as being a "progressive revolution".
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And get ready for the big event of the spring.

---
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WHAT on earth is a "CALIFORNIA SOUND?"

VASALINE FLATS on Polkstrasse has two infamous per­

house?"

infamous JR (John Russo)...."do you want a John in you-

had a most successful rummage sale...over SoOO and they

501's and he is the manager....congradulations young man

going on sale soon.....and they will have XTRA large for

KaskleMurphy, Larry Eppinette, City Assessor San Duca,

some good things on that Board of Supervisors. Elmer

makiiu himself heard now that he is the prexy of the Bar­

celebrating his first full year as an entertainer in the SF

 Fayette. Now what he maybe doesn't understand is ......

...membership a year is only $10

Philip darlink

from one or the sex mags was seen by that man who is

that recently one of his flyers with the hot bod of a man

erie on Folsom at 12th. He promptly paid nis respects to

and theex-emperor of SF barscenes....tripped heav^ into

lunch served by excellent waiters and pleasant atmosphere

three nicely dressed and groomed persons and promptly

the manager and was about to have luncheon (shark was

"that asshole!" Pity him! He lost out on a delicious

with "that asshole!" Pity him! He lost out on a delicious

WILL find out things

make more charges....and you

and asks her..."does your boy­

gold.......! Yeeeech^ that's all for

Hear tell that PAUL Bentley

knights .....why?

may o^n up a newspaper one

slow at the Gangway ......king

roger makesem mad hear tell!!!!

And, it's a fact that biz is really

The QT is the new "chicken

GROUP. Dial (415)431-0458

THE was cited by the Health Department??.

"TH was cited by the Health Department??.

In or out. Travel. Call me

Handsome CHRIS BRYANT along with the

CHORUS LINE at the

YOUR OWN PRIVATE WORLD in

Jacuzzi tub and more. $244^00.

signed NEW contemporary home,

Air; fantastic living room with

room suite with cathedral ceiling,

(415) 820-4200, Sec. Pac. R.E.

5' 10" 150 IlM., sex and hot.

In or out. Travel. Call mel

Atwood to turn 21 in a

FRISCO SALOON ANNIVERSARY PAHTY on the 24tl

the baL excuse me, bar...every Friday and Saturday nite

the baL excuse me, bar...every Friday and Saturday nite

in full garb that nite KELLY?????

FELLEX the FBT phone on.

STEVE Anwood to turn 21 in a

boobsucky parties and some

attended in this shot here.

DICK NEOLON "Cupid" is doing fine, very nice in fact.

And is not about hankering for....well, do have to spell

it ou.... DICK NEOLON .... all... we DO know is

TRANCESTalking, and just like any other brat, will stand right

than you have finished...get a ride!!!

BOB ROWN splits up with his partner, Mr. Robert "Bob" Ross the panties of the KAB and the

everywhere else. Every time he does something good...he

stayed away from the Bar and the Monestary. It was in his

and three generations of EFR, historical....brought heavy to the

Fresno...brought heavy to the diplomat. Fresno.......he had a

in the diplomat. Fresno.......he had a

September 19th...he had a sale

KakkiMurphy, Larry Eppinette, City Assessor San Duca,

this crazy named and promptly yelled.

Jackie Fenton off the docks of Sulphur

and failed, to get the bad out to the

NEWS...right now...but, the

news is not all over town, that KEVIN HANLON,

and this is the way they are.....but here is where the thing

in the way of things the most often are to sit down and

also there are limits to this game....once a year, after the

and it is the way of things the most often are to sit down and


to sit down and

ft of that sorry but on Fifthstreet.

KEVIN also finished making up for another error by

HE has a couple of things working for him: ALAN VICTOR!

RICK CLAYTON/RIICHARD ELIION is home now... but

also there are limits to this game....once a year, after the

and failed, to get the bad out to the

SHOW your hands, Shirley. The wave will be there with

show your hands, Shirley. The wave will be there with

Don't know when tho....as Massa Batty doesn't tell us

THE SF EAGLE is having their grand grand opening soon

is much better now, and if he takes care of himself and

thing was the Christmas Eve eviction trip on

biggest estate in the world today....

HE can't...he's the one who can't....

THE SF EAGLE is having their grand grand opening soon

Call us at 864-6754

" This was the Christmas Eve eviction trip on

has been the subject of one of the most disturbing

The Mockingbird will be investigating.

FRISCO SALOON ANNIVERSARY PARTY on the 24th

on the 24th of this month. They will have the lounge packed

and the lounge packed

BILLY WHITE. THE SF EAGLE is having their grand grand opening soon

Takes the City," the morning crusader newspaper. Of course, it is all so much more...the
tit of the刊物 is a little bit more about the hard and

Get the mags and let your eyes be opened.

and "Sante Cita." The Mockingbird will be investigating.

FRISCO SALOON ANNIVERSARY PARTY on the 24th

and the lounge packed

and the lounge packed

BILLY WHITE. THE SF EAGLE is having their grand grand opening soon

Takes the City," the morning crusader newspaper. Of course, it is all so much more...the

tit of the刊物 is a little bit more about the hard and

the Bar...every Friday and Saturday nite

FRISCO SALOON ANNIVERSARY PARTY on the 24th

and the lounge packed

and the lounge packed

BILLY WHITE. THE SF EAGLE is having their grand grand opening soon

Takes the City," the morning crusader newspaper. Of course, it is all so much more...the

tit of the刊物 is a little bit more about the hard and
A Two Hour Blockbuster!

PRESENTING
J. Brian's all male "GOLDEN BOYS" Cast
STARRING
RON MILES – DANE TREMPELL
WARREN EDWARDS – RUSTY ADAMS
WITH
STEVE BOYD – SCOTT LARSON
SKIP SHEPPARD – BRIAN DELANEY
HUGH DAVIDSON – GARY YOUNG
and JOE FREE

Filmed in the forests of Northern California.
In Eastman Color

Written, Produced and Directed by J. BRIAN
Photography by J. BRIAN and JIM MAC

plus J. Brian's
TUESDAY MORNING WORK OUT

Please Note: New prints have exclusively been struck from both films' original negatives for this playdate and that's no bullshit.

The Nob Hill Cinema
729 Bush St. tele 781-9468